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Introduction – Modern food systems
Modern food systems consist of activities and
infrastructure needed to feed a certain population.
• input industries (fertilizers, pesticides and machinery,
imported feeds)
• primary production including growing, harvesting and
slaughtering
• processing and packaging
• distribution such as transport, retail sales, other
distribution, food services, marketing
• ﬁnal consumption
• energy consumed during processes
• waste from all activities above
• environmental, economical and social impacts should
also be included
(Ericksen, 2008)
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Introduction – Modern food systems
Are challenged by wicked problems
• climate change
• diminishing natural resources and biodiversity
• growing population – especially, growing elderly population
• urbanization
• changes in diets
• economic crises affecting food prices
• peak oil and rising energy costs
• structural changes in food systems such as homogenization and
concentration
• further challenged by shocks like corona pandemic
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Introduction, futures studies
Wendell Bell, one of the leading authors in the ﬁeld, lists nine key assumptions of
futures studies (Bell, 2003, 140-157):
1.
The nature of time is continuous, linear, and it cannot be reversed
2.
There will be phenomena, knowledge or technologies that we cannot even
imagine today. The future is not purely a continuum of the present.
3.
Future anticipation is a critical ability for humans.
4.
Futures knowledge is useful and vital.
5.
There are no facts about the future. “There are past facts, present options
and present possibilities for the future” (Bell, 2003, 148).
6.
The future is not predetermined.
7.
The future can be inﬂuenced.
8.
Systemic approach. Futures studies have a transdisciplinary approach
acknowledging complex interdependencies in the world.
9.
Preferred futures. Futurists believe that there are preferred futures (and on
the other hand futures that are undesirable, dystopias).
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Method
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Research question
• How digitalization and/or technological
developments have been considered
when food systems are studied or when
food systems’ futures are considered?
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Collection of articles
•

Scopus and Web of Science searches done with key words (and their
variants):
•
•
•
•

•

Not included
•
•
•

•

Food* or “food system*” and future* or scenario* and digit* or tech*,
transit* or transform*, “agri-food 4.0/5.0”, “agriculture 4.0/5.0” -> 220
documents
Futures journal and search term “food*” -> 171 documents
Limited to articles and reviews
From 2010 - to present

Studies about speciﬁc food product/s, research method development,
limited case studies (e.g. one city).
Papers concentrating purely on modelling (often also called scenarios)
A LOT
Papers concentrating only on land use, nutrients and their cycling or
diet scenarios (mainly based on modeling) A LOT

34 articles were selected
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Screening of articles
To identify the key attributes, articles were screened with respect to four
components
1. type of research approach e.g. scenario, transition, transformation or
agri-food 4.0.
2. food system addressed and time-horizon (year) considered if any
3. approach of the article (consumer, digit, tech, design etc.)
4. alternatives, impacts, solutions or other relevant futures considerations
(modiﬁed from DasGupta, Hashimoto and Gundimeda, 2019)
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Summary of articles

Type

N= 34

Reviews

Agri-food 4.0

11

8

Transition
(transformation)

7

2

Futures journal
(scenarios)

(3)

16

1

(10)
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Results
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Agri-Food 4.0 – no ofﬁcial deﬁnition
•
•
•

Agri-Food 4.0, agriculture 4.0 – smart farming - related to
Industry 4.0 = integration of latest digital (and other)
technologies and their interoperability
Potentially game-changing technologies
Technologies often connected to Agri 4.0 are
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Internet of Things IoT
Sensors – remote sensing
Drones
Blockchain
Big Data Analytics
Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI)
Robotics

Food processing technologies
•
•
•
•
•

3D printing (of foods)
Gene editing (gene edited foods)
Synthetic food production (e.g. protein)
Cellular agriculture (cultured meat)
Microalgae bioreactors

Tämä kuva, tekijä Tuntematon tekijä, käyttöoikeus: CC BY-SA

•
•
•

More agri- and farmer-centered
approaches/innovations needed.
Role of SMEs unclear -support for them
needed.
Technical ,social AND environmental
both should be considered
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Transition / transformation
•

Transition theory and Multi-level perspective
(MLP)
•
•

Niche-level innovations scale up to regime
level
Socio-technical systems

•

Social-ecological systems (SES) theory sees
social actors navigating transformation
processes.

•

Digital technologies have become pervasive,
but their role in transitions/transformation
towards sustainability remains somewhat
understudied, especially in connection to
social impacts.
Picture: Geels F.W (2018)
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Scenarios
•
•
•
•
•

Image credit: The World In 2050
[The Real Future Of Earth], YouTube

Scenario technique is usually a collaborative
way of organizing knowledge and understanding
of futures
Scenarios can be constructed around possible,
probable and preferable futures (Amara, 1981)
Sometime also dystopias are used.
Almost all the scenario studies in this research
were national scale.
Mainly probable scenarios – no visioning ->
process leads to preferable futures

(van Notten, Rotmans, van Asselt, & Rothman, 2003, 426)
Alita: Battle Angel is a cinematic adaptation of
Yukito Kishiro's manga comic series
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Summary of article analysis
Type

Food systems

Approach

Futures consideration

Agri-food 4.0

General focus, no
time scales

Specific tech. (3D printing, blockchain), big data, inclusion
and exclusion effects, effects on SMEs, fair trade, food
science and technology requiring more interdisciplinary
cooperation, Smart agriculture
Challenges and opportunities by tech/digit to different kinds of
actors (e.g. farmers, SMEs) and whole supply chain,
management of diversity, responsible transition, the power
of data

Consideration of different scales (corporations, SMEs, industrial/
small scale farming), user needs: engineering and farmer
knowhow should be combined, biophysical, economic and social
impacts, security /safety issues, acceptance, standards,
interoperability, the power of data

Transition &
Transformation

Country specific
and general

Transition towards circular food system; design, AI and
sustainability, Alternative Food Networks (AFN), agri-food
sustainability transformations, foresight and
transformations, Mission-oriented agricultural innovation
systems (MAIS)

AI potential leverage point for sustainability and designers to
establish connections between human-technology-environment.
Niche (innovation) actors combined social and technical
innovation -> multiactor organization. Anchoring between niche
(innovation) and regime (present) (network, institutional,
technological), managing the intersection of global and local
priorities through territorial approach, Research underserves
the themes dealing with the role of civil society and firms in
transitions

Futures journal
& Scenarios

Country specific
and general
(2050)

Consumer/consumption/ eating, water-energy-food nexus
innovations, degrowth, shocks, 3D printing, digitalization,
global/local, size of farms and enterprises, innovation activity,
alternative food supply systems, design, GMF, diets
(plant-based), fast moving consumer goods

Consumer role not central in scenarios, localization, agriculture
supported community, how future shocks affect food security,
ethical consumption, collaborative economy, from material to
service consumption, experience economy, modern food
systems: high connectivity and low diversity, the challenge of
inclusion, two-way retail
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Conclusions
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Conclusions
•
•
•
•
•

•

Technology or digitalization did not have any major role in Futures
scenarios (in connection to food systems).
Very little social and technological perspectives were combined.
Some authors emphasize the role of local food systems or rural areas
and their potential role in food system sustainability transitions -> role of
technology maybe mentioned, not deeply discussed
On the other hand some foresee also signiﬁcant role for global
markets/corporations and big data -> question of equality, ethics and
the role of SMEs and small-scale farmers -> smart / “other” farming
Research of food systems focuses on transition management and
sustainable consumption, while it largely forgets the role of civil society
and ﬁrms in transitions (Bilali, 2019) – including the role of technology
and digitalization.
Research gaps exists relating to agency (role of social movements, civil
society, NGOs, ﬁrms and industries) in the initiation, acceleration and
scaling of sustainability transitions and the role of new innovations,
technology and digitalization (Bilali, 2019), (O'Rourke & Lollo, 2015)
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Thank you!
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